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TOTALLY UMBILICAL SURFACES IN SOME RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLDS
1. Introduction Let M be an n-dimensional Riemannian manifold of class t hi C°° covered lay a system of coordinate neighbourhoods {u,x j. We denote by {¿ h k}, R h i;jk, E the Christoffel symbols, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric, the curvature tensor, Ricci tensor and the scalar curvature formed by the metric tensor g.. , respectively.
Here and in the sequel the indices h,i,;j,k,l range over the set {l,2,...,n}. Let (l<m<-n) be an m-dimensional manifold, of class C°° , covered by a system of coordinate neighbourhoods {"V,y a }, immersed in M^ and let is Dositive definite.
We choose n-m mutually orthogonal unit vectors N x which are normal to M^. Then we have where the indices x,y range over the set jm+1,m+2,..., ....m+n-m} and e" is the indicator of the vector N J X X We denote by { a \}, V^, R abcd , \ c , R the Christoffel symbols, the operator of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric g ba » "the curvature tensor, Eicci tensor and the scalar curvature determined by the metric g ba » respectively. The van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant derivative is then given by it follows that for each a,b the vector is orthogonal to the manifold ll^ (see [9] ).
Euler-Schouten's M_ is defined by [3] Euler- Schouten' Jr Differentiating now the scalar v^H covariantly and using the formula [7] = B^^Cvj^), (12), (6) and (7) we find (14) = ^k^a-But the last equation, together with (8) and (13) leads to (10). Our lemma is thus proved. But the last equation, together with (11), yields (14). Our lemma is thus proved. We shall also use the following lemma.
Lemma 3 ([1]).
If M^ is a totally umbilical surface immersed in an Einstein manifold Ma admitting a special concircular vector field v* 3 , then the following condition * k where C = C + v^H , holds. (14) and (13) implies that the condition (10) is satisfied. Differentiating now (11) covariantly and applying (10) and (21) (4), (5), (6), (26) and (3), the covariant derivative of u" satisfies the condition 81
(27) Va = AaDifferentiating now u^H^ covariantly and using (6), (26), (7), (8) and (27), we find Va^) = VSAba' which, in view of Obata's Theorem, completes the proof. The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Dr W. Roter for his valuable advice and suggestions.
